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This week for Wellness 
Wednesday we will be 

continuing education on trauma.

There are many misconceptions about trauma. 
Some individuals may minimize their 

experiences by comparing it to others’ 
experiences that seem more intense. This is 

very invalidating of your own emotions.

Your Pain Matters!



What is trauma?
Emotional and psychological trauma is the result of extraordinarily 
stressful events that shatter your sense of security, making you feel 
helpless in a dangerous world. Psychological trauma can leave you 

struggling with upsetting emotions, memories, and anxiety that won’t go 
away. It can also leave you feeling numb, disconnected, and unable to 

trust other people.

Traumatic experiences often involve a threat to life or safety, but any 
situation that leaves you feeling overwhelmed and isolated can result in 

trauma, even if it doesn’t involve physical harm. It’s not the objective 
circumstances that determine whether an event is traumatic, but your 
subjective emotional experience of the event. The more frightened and 

helpless you feel, the more likely you are to be traumatized.

(Robinson, Smith, Segal, 2020)



Causes of Trauma

Trauma can be caused by numerous 
experiences. Trauma can be caused 

by one-time events, like a car 
accident. Trauma can also be caused 
by ongoing, relentless stress as well.





Big T, Little T
Big T refers to an event that all people would deem traumatic. For example, 

everyone would say the Covid-19 pandemic has been traumatic or Hurricane 
Katrina/Ida. 

Little t refers to events that are personal to a person experiencing a terrible 

event. For example, two people could be in a car accident. One person could walk 
away and be perfectly content while the other person is unable to drive for a period 

of time due to the fear they experienced. 

Big T’s and little t’s are both difficult experiences to process and cannot be 

compared in levels of intensity.



Trauma Responses

There are a variety of ways in which we respond 
to trauma including trouble sleeping, isolation, 
crying, irritability, hopelessness, stress, body 

aches, shame or guilt. 

There is no correct way to respond to trauma. 
Our brains will do what is necessary to survive. 

Be kind to yourself and others.



ACE’s

ACEs stands for Adverse Childhood 
Experiences. 

These experiences can include emotional 
abuse, household violence, neglect, 
divorce, etc. If experiences are not 

processed and explored, they can lead to 
toxic stress.





Road to Recovery

Move your body- this helps to release endorphins and get your body to 
shift.

✦ Use grounding techniques- Bring yourself to the present by getting 
attuned to your senses.

✦ Change your environment- If you are isolating in your home, go out 
with a friend or take a walk.

✦ Practice self-care- This can help with regulation and finding peace.
✦ Emotions- Feel them.  Allow yourself the space to feel whatever you 

may feel.
✦ Support- We all need a sense of community where we can be loved on 

and validated.



Trigger Warning!

Do you know what triggers you and how it impacts you? Complete the 
document below to explore. 

Triggers

https://www.therapistaid.com/worksheets/triggers.pdf


➢ Crisis Hotline 832-416-1177
➢ National Suicide Prevention 

Line 800-273-8255
➢ enCOURAGE trauma center 

832-582-5844
➢ Take a Mental Health Test - 

MHA Screening
➢ Employee Benefits / 

Employee Assistance 
Program

Resources

https://screening.mhanational.org/screening-tools/
https://screening.mhanational.org/screening-tools/
https://www.galenaparkisd.com/Page/9499
https://www.galenaparkisd.com/Page/9499
https://www.galenaparkisd.com/Page/9499




Topic Suggestions & Feedback
Click the Suggestion Box to submit your response.

Are there topics 
you would like to 

see discussed?  
We would

LOVE 
To hear from you.

https://forms.gle/hKa7QAnx4QTYJqUn6


Answer for 
Topic Suggestions & Feedback

10 Tips for Managing Your Heavy Workload

https://womanitely.com/managing-heavy-workload/#:~:text=10%20Tips%20for%20Managing%20Your%20Heavy%20Wo
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